One Small Cylinder...
ONE BIG IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT!

You’ll breathe easier knowing that our 1# REFILLABLE CYLINDER can help reduce the millions of pounds of waste per year, while improving the air we breathe... one pound at a time!

Making the switch to 1# propane power offers these breath-taking advantages:

- Efficient operations while maintaining power
- Economical alternative to gasoline or disposable cylinders
- Environmentally friendly – clean, safe and an approved alternative fuel source

Introducing the ‘Smallest’ members of our big family!
Keeping our world green, 1 pound at a time!

Manchester Tank’s 1# REFILLABLE CYLINDER is one small product making one big difference!

1# REFILLABLE CYLINDER Features:
- Complies with DOT refillable cylinder specifications
- Proprietary valve design with positive on-off valve, relief & fixed maximum liquid level gauge
- 2 sizes for multiple applications
- Empty cylinder filling time is 50-70 seconds using drift method
- Fill adapters and drift dispenser available
- Safety fill valve prevents disposable container connection and refilling

Gasoline to Propane Conversion Benefits:
- Lowers fuel cost per operating hour
- Run times comparable to gasoline (1 1/2 – 2 hours)
- Easy installation and operation
- Improves engine life and performance
- Reduces equipment maintenance
- Significantly reduces air and noise pollution
- No fuel contamination
- Reduces fuel theft.

Environmental Benefits:
- Refillable…it costs more to recycle a disposable cylinder than to manufacture one
- Eliminates millions of pounds of waste per year
- Propane is listed as an approved, clean fuel alternative under the 1990 Clean Air Act and the Energy Policy Act of 1992
- Propane reduces greenhouse gas emissions
- Propane is non-toxic and non-poisonous fuel, so it’s not harmful to soil or water

Packages:
1# Refillable Cylinder Packages available, contact Manchester Tank for details

Filling Equipment Available:
- 420# portable dispenser with bracket assembly
- 33.5# forklift dispenser, fill adapter and hose assembly

For certified propane training and fuel requirements, contact your local propane dealer.

800.640.6327
sales@mantank.com
mantank.com